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Forward:
This packet is intended on being a mechanical quick reference guide.
It is not intended to be a genre, world, or story guide. These materials are provided on the Utopia Descending
web site and are also available via a combination of novels and game books available for purchase.
The Utopia Descending community guide is available via the Imagine Nation Collective web page. The
Community Guide outlines our dedication to being a safer space and healthy community that games, as well as
meta-techniques used with all Imagine Nation games to ensure the health and safety of our participants.
This packet is broken into philosophy of design, meta-technique use of skills and pillars, specific skill use, contact
safe combat, free-form roleplaying guidelines, and then post thoughts.
Most of this packet is explained in our 5-minute videos. This packet is provided as a supplement if the videos do
not explain the mechanical design in a way that works for you.

Design
Philosophy

Philosophy of Design:
Utopia Descending is a game system designed around the idea of removing barriers of entry for players
while offering Game Organizers a wide array of options for telling a story that is unique to their local area.
Having games provide combat props for player missions means that games can control the quality and safety
of their gear in addition to making it so that casual players do not need to buy hundreds of dollars worth of
contact safe equipment. The mechanical system has removed the character sheet and the need to remember
how different rules engage one another by providing simplified reference cards that function as both your incharacter identification as well as your out-of-character quick reference sheet.
Many of the decisions made for the mechanical design of Utopia Descending were made so that the
mechanics of the experience did not define the limitations of a player character’s abilities, but instead provide
additional augmented means and focuses for enhanced engagement beyond the restriction of a person’s real
world ability. The mechanical system of Utopia Descending is not intended to replace the real world skills that
a player has, much like skills and skill roles replace a participant’s real world abilities in a table-top role playing
game. To engage in particular aspects of Utopia Descending a player must have a degree of ability to do the
actions that their character are doing. This means that a character focused on crafting doesn’t require a player to
learn how to build complex engines or program in real life, but instead the players will have to engage in related
manual dexterity and logic puzzles to simulate the process of crafting.
How simulation of real life skills occurs changes from scenario to scenario and from chapter to chapter.
While one use of the skill Larceny may require a player to actually pick a transparent plastic lock with real metal
lock picks, at another chapter unlocking a lock may require reaching into a closed box and untying a complex
knot without looking. This “toyetic” design allows participants to become more physically engaged in what they
are doing because it not only gives a simulation of participating in the skills your character is doing, but it also
stimulates the same portions of the brain or body that players are looking to engage by playing these sorts of
characters.
Lastly, Utopia Descending chooses to follow “opt in” instead of “opt out” for its style of play. There are
designated zones that provide specific types of engagement and play options. By opting into spending your time
in these zones as a player, you are choosing to influence the type of experience you are having. These zones also
allow for players to engage other players who are looking for the same kind of experience and in doing so will
have a higher potential chance of fulfillment without causing unwanted scenarios for either side. If a player loves
physicality in their LARP, then they can spend their time in the combat and toyetic design zones. If a player
enjoys role-playing without the combat or physical aspect, then they can spend their time in the free-form zone.
By entering a zone of play and engaging the people in each of these zones, a participant is choosing to engage full
agency players, non agency players, and stories that connect with those scopes of interest.

Zone Based Play
Utopia Descending is a game world that combines
multiple forms of full immersion story telling
into a single universe. While players will be able
to participate in very physical demanding combat
simulation portions of game events, the adrenaline
pumping action is only one of the tools that
Utopia Descending uses to make a full living game
experience.
Utopia Descending is better described as 4
interlinked LARP experiences than a single LARP
design. Utopia Descending uses a combination of
Contact Safe action/adventure aspects, physical
toyetic (hands on puzzle/physical interaction) modules, American Freeform experience, and between game
augmented reality play. While many games touch on one, or multiple, of these design concepts Utopia
Descending actually defines zones for play types. This allows Game Organizers the ability to seed and send plots
of a particular nature to particular areas, and know that they players in that are more likely going to be interested
in the kind of story being “hooked” to each region.
In the center of a Lost Territory encampment (the definition of where most games take place) is the Controlled
Zone (CZ). Controlled Zones are areas of play where combat is not allowed both in character and out of
character, where players looking for more emotional, exploratory, social, or economic game experiences should
focus their characters. This region is where most Tier 3 Pillars reside due to the higher focuses on costume,
makeup, and prosthetics. This allows a player who is looking for incredibly immersive non-physical experiences
the ability to not only be in an area where Game Organizers will seed this nature of story, but also allows these
players to be directly involved with other players looking for the same experience.
Surrounding the CZ is the All-Hands Zone (AHZ). The AHZ is a region of play where more active and physical
stories, modules, and plots will occur that are not focused on direct conflict and combat. These stories and
modules are focused on embracing the real-to-life simulation aspects of keeping a Lost Territory functional and
operational. These stories may include actual physical labor, moving of structures, or hands on puzzle mechanics.
Stories that focus in this area often time involve interacting with both Live Fire Zone and CZ characters, stories,
and plot aspects.
Outside the AHZ is the Live Fire Zone (LFZ). The LFZ is a series of module areas that can only be accessed via
plot based hooks. These high combat zones of engagement are designed so that players are armed and checked
at the Armory and Motor Pool, are driven or guided out to prepared module hot zones, and then returned to
the AHZ. This allows games to constantly have combat active scenarios running, allows players to opt into these
experiences as they are able, and allows Game Organizers to manage the legality and safety of all equipment
prior to its use in the field.
Lastly the between event Augmented Reality experiences allows players to choose their level of involvement
in downtime activities. Players will be able to produce online data-mining resources for new players to access
and network entire libraries of information. Players that create fictional media personas will gain in character
influence and resource for their corporation via generating hits on shared media platforms, video hosting sites,
and photo-shoots. Participants will directly influence story, corporate reach, and assist with growth for their local
corporation by producing and sharing these materials. If a players fake persona goes viral, their corporation will
undoubtedly invest heavier in their Pillar asset.

Convention events hosted by national Utopia
Descending will be social meet and greets, points for
network play participants to gain information and
make corporate connections, and allow for amazing
cos-play and ARG opportunities.
There is a part of the system design of Utopia
Descending that most established gamers may
not completely grok. This aspect of the Utopia
Descending design is one of the largest deviations
we have in regards to most live action role-playing
games that have come before us (as well as many
other forms of traditional role-playing games).
In Utopia Descending you don’t earn or spend any form of experience points.
You can’t buy experience points, traveling to games doesn’t give you additional experience points, and your
characters growth is not defined by a system of earned values which are in turned traded in for in character
advantages.
In Utopia Descending we are focusing on the EXPERIENCE AS THE POINT instead of EXPERIENCE POINTS.
This design decision gives players a higher degree of agency in regards to what they can pick and choose to
involve themselves with, without being concerned about other players having a mechanical advantage. Story,
plot, and a more engaging experience is the reward for becoming more involved... not points on a sheet.
Characters gain access to additional pillar card slots over a duration of months attending their home game. In the
core design of the Utopia Descending experience nothing will advance a character faster.
In Utopia Descending equipment is designed to be short lived bonuses on single outgoing events, single uses
for plot design, and overall focused on short term and immediate benefit. Storing up mass volumes of crafted
resources is not an option due to the limited life span (most of the time 24 hours) of crafted materials.
Deciding to become involved in the ARG does not give your character any inherit additional mechanical benefit
either. You don’t get extra profession slots or any default advantages. You don’t get any sort of mechanical benefit
to your character. What you get is additional ARG related story, plot, and interaction.
What you do get by traveling, engaging in the ARG, and involving yourself in the lore and economic aspects of
the game is a more involved experience in the way you are choosing to engage the game. If you like the ARG,
and you become involved in the ARG, then you get more ARG related story and experiences. If you travel to
other games, and you make friends and have adventures and stories at other subscribed games, then you gain
the advantage of more friends and more adventures. This also allows players who wish to not become engaged
in economy, politics, combat, travel, or the ARG the ability to choose not to become involved in those aspects of
game without it greatly effecting the aspects of game that they choose to become involved in.
Our goal with Utopia Descending is to make your experience the reward, not to reward you with experience
points. It is a very different design decision, and it is not to say that it is better that experience point based
systems. It is a different approach and we hope it helps provide a different style of event for you.

Mechanics
&
Meta Techniques

Meta-technique use of skills and pillars
Utopia Descending uses Pillars and Skills for three different purposes. Pillars and profession cards (sets
of skills) exist first of all to allow a player to develop an identity for their character. This system allows a visual
identity to exist and allows the mechanical focus of a character to shift over time. Players can change their
Profession month to month by taking different “downloads” for their character and swapping out their character
card at the start of a game without having to play a different character. Players can increase or decrease their
degree of costume for their Pillar based on real world restrictions (availability and time restraints) by allowing
the meta-option of “how much exposure a Pillar has had to the Looking Glass Rifts”. If your character’s horn
breaks or you need to leave game early to go to a wedding (and can’t do full Mortus makeup) then as a player
you have the ability to say “I haven’t spent as much time near a Rift.” This ability to be more malleable with visual
appearance as well as skill set allows players to adjust to their costume comfort level and event to event interest
instead of locking a character forever in a single caste.
The second way that Utopia Descending uses Pillars and Skills is as a “gateway” or “key card” for specific
themes and focuses of plots, stories, and modules. A plot device (we will use the example of a thermonuclear
bomb) may have a card on it that says “Engineering x5 and Demolitions x3 to engage this puzzle to deactivate.
May be split between up to 5 players.” There will be a physical object that looks like a thermonuclear bomb, the
players will have to engage the puzzle or challenge to come up with a resolution or answer before the timer hits
zero, otherwise story will continue as is. This “gateway” option makes it so that players need to share story and
engagement with each other and also so that stories can be written to target different skill sets (and with that
different players). In addition, it can ensure that people who are looking for a particular sort of experience can
find what they are looking for. The same technique can be applied to Pillars and the current Tier of a player’s
Pillar. There may be gates that can only be passed through by Tier 3 Pillars or Pillars of a certain type. There
may be reporters looking to interview “more human” Tier 1 Pillars or advertising options available for “the
right look.” By using the Pillars, the current Tier of a Pillar, and Profession cards combined with Skills, Game
Organizers can ensure there is something being introduced to every event for all different game interests.
The third way that Utopia Descending uses Pillars and Skills is as they are literally outlined. Skills have
mechanics that are incredibly simplified means of engagement that can be used once per every period of time.
This allows players to choose to be proactive to use their skills instead of waiting and being reactive to story and
plot demand opportunities. Voluntarily using one’s skill as mechanically outlined is the same as using ones skill
for plot item requirements for consideration of a skill being “available or not.” This means that if a player has a
single use of a skill for a six hour period, and a plot opportunity arises that uses that same skill, the player must
choose if they are going to use the skill for the plot requirement and give up the ability to use that skill again
within 6 hours. Some “gateway” or “key card” to engage plots will require having a skill, but will not state that it
expends the use of the skill. More complex, dramatic, and center spotlight scenarios will require “using” the skill.

Specific Skill Use:
The Meta-Design of Utopia Descending allows for individual Chapters to use the skills, story tools, and
even shape reality within their local play space. Within the “bubble” of a lost territory the physical representation
and requirements for equipment may change to match the localized genre, how a skill is allowed to be used, and
what skills get focus can change.
All of these changes MUST be outlined with the clearest transparency on a Chapters home web page
and made easily accessible. This way players can decided if the themes, focus, and custom flavor of a local game
matches what the individual player wants. These mechanical changes are explained in character by the metadesign tool of the “Looking Glass Rifts”. As the Looking Glass Rifts change the physical laws of reality around
them, so too can they change what abilities and equipment function within a particular chapter.
Because of this “bubble design,” there is some small variance in regards to how a game may function,
even if the personality, story, and meta-information can travel from Chapter to Chapter. This is OK. It is also
completely OK for you to enjoy how one of the chapters function and not how another functions. That doesn’t
make the other chapter “bad” or “wrong,” but simply a different focus and style of play than what you are looking
for.
LARP comes in many forms and every geographic region and culture has their own focus.
What does not change is how characters gain more card slots, the core mechanics beneath how the skills
work, and our community guideline. Events may be non-combat, air-soft powered, or completely free-form; all
of these options are just as acceptable as long as they are transparent in their intent and focus prior to the event.
Zones of play may shift and change (areas designated for free-form RP, combat, etc.). However, the changes of
focus must be outlined in a clear, transparent, and readily available format.
This skills, in regards to what equipment and means of engagement are available, do not change.
The skills for Utopia Descending have been written in conversational language. We have found with
prior projects that the more purposely “legal” or “all encompassing” in tone that mechanics become the more
certain sorts of players try to find loopholes or ways to “massage” the rules to gain an advantage. While the
conversational language approach of our mechanical system is very open to being abused or massaged, it is
without a doubt one of the best ways to explain not only how a skill functions but also the intent behind the rule.
With the fact that humans (not just gamers) tend to try and defeat or work around systems, instead of
writing a 1000 page document to outline the most common variances and abuses of mechanics, we have instead
empowered our chapter runners to use a meta-technique not found often enough: the ability to just say “no.”
While the National team will answer questions to our Chapters in how we intended specific mechanics, designs,
and skills to be used so that Game Organizers can give a more accurate answer, in the end we are allowing our
Game Organizers the ability to do what is right for their local chapter as long as it remains within the “bubble” of
their chapter’s assigned area.
The following pages are broken down into “Professions” and “Skills.” Professions are chosen every time
you come to an event. With the expenditure of AP (assistance points), you can swap your profession card during
an event. Every time a character attends 12 of their home chapter games (over the minimum time of 12 months)
that character unlocks a second “Profession Card Slot.” Each Profession Card Slot on a character allows adding
an additional skill card to a character. This allows a character to have multiple uses of the same skill or to have
a wider set of skills available. Character growth is primarily done as an aspect of story, and not an aspect of
mechanics, in Utopia Descending.
Skills are the abilities that a player gains access to during play. Not all actions require a player to have
skills, but instead require a player to actually physically do the thing they are trying to do. If a player wants to
carry a heavy object... carry it. If a player wants to require a broken black-matter generator found on a module,
the physical representation of the black-matter generator will have a card on it that outlines what skills are
needed and what physical or mental tasks must be done to achieve success.

Professions:
Not all Profession downloads will be available at all games. Game Organizers will choose which
Profession cards they want to make available for players, list those cards as part of their game’s information on
the individual game’s website, and will provide information for what professions are in play. In addition to these
basic Professions outlined below, there is a second document which outlines Tier Two Professions.
Tier Two Professions count as having used two Profession Slots and provide access to skills and
combinations of skills otherwise not available. Tier Two slots are “Specialists” in specific fields. There are
also Tier Three Professions which are designed for specific hyper-focused environments of play (such as
games that take place on space stations, on the wrong side of the Looking Glass Rifts, or in environments like
underwater). Tier Three Professions can take one or two Profession Card Slots, however they are only available
in environments where these profession cards are most applicable (such as games on the moon). Tier Three
Professions are restricted to specific games not because of complexity, but instead due to validity relating to the
local game’s focus and story. An astronaught character might be bored with their skill set in the instance that a
game focuses on a jungle environment scenario.
All Access Skills - Skills All Pillars Have
Firearm
First Aid
Hand to Hand
Melee Small
Piloting
Shield (Standard)
Channeler – Combat - Limited arcane support
Aether Discharge
Melee, Two Handed
Lethal Hands
Enhanced Movement
Close Combat – Combat - sword and shield combat
Shield, Large
Melee, Standard
Iron Hide
Enhanced Movement
Combat Engineer – Hybrid - Combat & Resource Processing.
Demolitions
Engineering
Melee, Two Handed
Throwing
Communications Expert – Support - enigma & Lore Focus
Decryption
Avoid
Melee, Two Handed
First Aid

Medic – Hybrid - Assist with recovering during and after fights
Medical Assistance
Avoid
First Aid
Iron Hide
Ranged Combat – Combat - Thrown Weapons & Gunning Focus
Aether Scouting
Avoid
Melee Standard
Throwing
Researcher – Support - history & Information Finding
Research
Engineering
Larceny
Throwing
Resource Manager – Support - Economic focus
Quartermaster Influence
Engineering
Lethal Hands
Enhanced Movement
Skirmisher – combat - speed combat
Florentine
Larceny
Lethal Hands
First Aid
War Profiteer – Support - resources manipulation
Supply Manipulation
Iron Hide
Larceny
Melee Standard

Aether Discharge – Combat Skill. Allows a player to use a visible beam laser pointer (provided by
player or by game, check your local game page) once per combat or once per 30 minutes to land a single strike.
This beam must remain on a target for two seconds to count as a hit, and in the instance that the beam is off a
target for 2 seconds it counts as a miss. To determine if a beam has been on a target long enough, the user of
this skill must clearly and loudly say “Aether Discharge” with a single second beat for each word. If both words
are said with the beam on a target, the target takes two torso strikes regardless of where the beam is actually
highlighting on a person. Targeting a person’s wielded items (such as shields and weapons) counts as targeting
the person. All persons, friendly or not, within the scope of a beam take the hit.
Aether Scouting – Non-combat skill. Allows a player to carry a hand held UV light out of character
for the sake of tracking other-worldly creatures. Each level of this skill allows a player to activate their black light
for 5 minutes. Not every creature leaves a trail, and over the duration of a weekend the number of overlapping
trails may make it difficult to track. Games will use black-light responsive liquid to mark Aether Trails in Utopia
Descending. In addition, this skill is a lynchpin skill that is required to engage in a number of mini-games during
the duration of play.
Avoid – Combat skill. Allows a player to negate any single strike or wound that hit a player. If a player is shot,
hit, or otherwise tagged with a combat safe weapon/effect representation, the player may say the word AVOID
to have gotten out of the way of the item which successfully struck. A player may use the skill AVOID once per
combat or once per 30 minutes (whichever comes first) for each time the player has the skill AVOID.
Decryption – Non-combat skill. Allows a player to engage in a single cryptologic challenge to unravel
information written in ancient tongues, to decode complex cyphers, and to break language codes of the Old
Ones. Once these items are decrypted and broken, these players should feel free to share this information in any
means they wish (up to and including hosting online library references).
Demolitions – Combat/Non-combat Skill. Allows a player to utilize explosive type weapons, to engage
in puzzles relating to demolishing structures, as well as engage in plot-provided puzzles to determine what or
how an object was destroyed using demolitions. Players with the Demolitions skill may carry one contact safe
bomb representation per level of a skill (not too real, you don’t want to get arrested). This physical representation
must have three 6-foot-length bright orange pieces of yarn attached to the device. During a combat or 30-minute
period, a player with this skill may spend 1 minute placing the device on the ground and spreading the three
lines out to represent a demolitions arc. At any point the person with this skill may yell “FIRE IN THE HOLE” to
signify that they are triggering the device and doing 3 zone damage to everyone within the arc of the blast, which
is outlined by the yarn. Zone damage means 3 damage to all limbs and torso within the area outlined as the blast
radius. The arc of the furthest two pieces of yarn cannot exceed 180 degrees. This skill “resets” every 10 minutes,
allowing a player to recover their props for future use. All unspent Demolitions charges are considered detonated
at the end of 10 minutes.
Engineering – Non-combat Skill. Allows a player to engage in engineering puzzles and engage in
engineering-themed mini games to identify, repair, or craft objects in the field. Given the more realistic crafting
times of Utopia Descending, this skill often focuses on repairing or destroying existing materials. Engineering
also is used to sit as an engineer in multiple person craft simulations. Engineering is also used in the crafting of
Arcane Technology weapons. Arcane Forged weapons are limited life weapons which provide benefits to specific
Pillars. For each Engineering skill a character has they may expend Crafting Resources to produce 1 Arcane
Technology weapon every 6 hours.

Enhanced Movement – Combat Skill – This skill allows a player to call “Enhanced Movement”
so that they can have control of the combat environment they are in. Once per combat or 30 minutes, the user
of this skill can call Enhanced Movement, make the “Out of Character” gesture, and take up to 5 steps out of
character. These steps cannot take more than 3 seconds to perform. Characters that are engaged with someone
who uses Enhanced Movement cannot chase the user of Enhanced Movement until they have taken their 5 steps
and returned in character. Enhanced Movement does not allow you to pass through areas that you normally
cannot (such as sprinting through a shield wall that has no breaks in it or passing through physical objects) but
it will allow you to circumnavigate balance and modular treacherous terrain as long as you are in a safe location
after 5 steps. Enhanced Movement IS NOT a defensive or reflexive action to get out of zone or triggered events,
and must be used before zone or triggered events are called.
Firearm – Combat Skill. Allows a player to use approved ranged weapons during combat. Each of these
items must be created to follow local laws and safety standards. This skill is primarily represented by using foam
dart, disk, or ball-launching toys. Local games much abide by local laws in regards to the presentation of contact
safe guns. This guideline can apply to even bungie cord pull bows in certain areas, so players must abide by local
legal guidelines and game safety standards. We highly suggest mass market sold safe projectile toys that have
been examined thoroughly by local staff for bow/firearm physical representations. These physical representations
should be chosen to represent high caliber, anti-tank style rifles. Firearms used by Pillars are not small, are not
able to be wielded with a single hand, and are not a revolver in style. This skill “resets” every 10 minutes, allowing
a player to recover their munitions for future use.
First Aid – Non-combat Skill. This skill allows a player to mend a damaged limb or prevent a character
who has entered the “bleed-out” state from dying. This skill requires a character to carry a kit of medical tools
(bandages, ointments, splints, salves, fake blood, etc). First Aid users are required to carry a kit, and have a timer
in that medical kit to time the usage of this skill. If a player with this skill spends 1 minute using their tools and
acting as if they are stitching wounds and applying bandages, after the 1 minute of role-playing the target of this
skill must then remain immobile for 1 minute. This skill will stop a character’s Bleed-Out count and return them
to 1 point of health on the torso and 1 point to all limbs. This skill may be used once per combat or once per 10
minutes.
Florentine – Combat Skill. Allows a player who has this skill, and either the melee small, firearm, or
melee standard skill, to wield a melee small in the off-hand in addition to using their primary weapon. If a player
only has the melee small skill, they may only wield a melee small in each hand. If a player has both the melee
small and melee standard skill, they may wield a melee standard in one hand and a melee small in the second.
In the instance that a Hand to Hand or Lethal Hands contact-safe brawler is used, a player may have a standard
or small in one hand and the brawler in the other. In the instance of firearm usage, this skill is required to have
the ability to use a firearm in one hand with melee small weapon in the other (again requires that the player have
both appropriate skills). Using two firearms at the same time is not available due to the incredibly high caliber
and weight requirements for high velocity weapons. While a real world person is capable of fighting with a pistol
in each hand, standardized gear in Utopia Descending is closer to firing anti-tank rounds. Even the strongest of
Pillars require two hands for this sort of ranged combat.

Hand to Hand Combat – Combat skill. This skill allows a player to carry two 14-inch brawling
contact-safe brawlers. These brawlers must be white in color to represent that they are non-lethal means of
combat; sometimes you just need to punch something. When engaging in Hand to Hand Combat you must still
abide by all safe combat guidelines. If the brawler boffers are hit during combat, these strikes do count as having
landed on a limb as the brawler physical representations represent an extension of a player’s body. Strikes with
Hand to Hand brawlers are non-lethal. Strikes to limbs, if landing and taking the last point, will temporarily stun
the limb. The limb will cease to function for 1 minute but then return to 1 point after that one minute. If the last
point lost to a torso is from Hand to Hand combat, the target is considered unconscious for 5 minutes. Nanotechnology has the means to repair blunt trauma from hand to hand easier than wounds from high trauma
blades or other worldly sources.
Iron Hide – Combat Skill. Every time you have the Iron Hide skill you can take one additional strike to
the torso before becoming incapacitated. When you take a strike to the torso and lose a “level” of Iron Hide for
the combat, instead of reacting as if you were wounded when struck simply state “Iron Hide”. If you do not state
“Iron Hide” then you do not gain the benefit of being able to take additional strikes to the torso.
Larceny – Non-combat Skill. Allows a player to engage in a single physical challenge every 30 minutes
for unlocking an object by untying a number of unseen knots, to use a single gator clip with a theft tag attached
to it for picking pockets and unlocked containers, or to engage in plot specific miniature challenges to perform
specifically described feats of underhanded agility.
Lethal Hands – Combat Skill. This skill allows a player to carry two 14-inch brawling contact-safe
brawlers. These brawlers must be black in color to represent that they are lethal means of combat. The skill
represents either amazing supernatural strength or some degree of evolved natural hand weapon (claws, bone
spurs, etc.). Black brawlers show that the strikes that come from hand to hand combat are to be treated no
differently than a weapon or ranged attack. Every time that you have the Lethal Hands skill, you can take one
additional strike to the arms before losing use of that arm. When you take a strike to the arm and lose a “level” of
lethal hands for the combat, instead of reacting as if you were wounded when struck simply state “Lethal Hands.”
If you do not state “Lethal Hands” then you do not gain the benefit of being able to take additional strikes to the
arms.
Medical Assistance – Non-combat Skill. This skill allows a player to mend a damaged limb or
prevent a character who has entered the “bleed-out” state from dying. This skill requires a character to carry a
kit of medical tools (bandages, ointments, splints, salves, fake blood, etc.). Medical Assistance users are required
to have a kit, and to have a timer in that kit that is used to time the usage of this skill. If a player with this skill
spends 5 minutes using their tools and acting as if they are stitching wounds and applying bandages, then the
targeted player will either regain usage of an arm or cease being in “Bleed-Out” state and re-enter play being able
to again take their 5 hits to torso and 3 hits to each limb. During the 5 minutes of acting out mending a target,
the target and the person using Medical Assistance can do no other actions (no walking, running, fighting, or
otherwise engage in skills). In addition, if either the person using the Medical Assistance skill or the person
being targeted with the Medical Assistance skill are wounded while this skill is in use, the skill is considered
expended and the benefits of the skill are not provided. This skill may be used once per combat or once per 10
minutes.
Melee Small - Combat skill. 25 inches in length maximum from pommel to tip. Allows a player to use
a small sized contact safe melee weapon. Please read our contact safe combat section for usage of Melee Small
weapons and please refer to local guidelines for contact safe weapon safety and production.

Melee Standard – Combat skill. 35 inches in length maximum from pommel to tip. Allows a player
to use a standard sized contact safe melee weapon. Please read our contact safe combat section for usage of Melee
Standard weapons and please refer to local guidelines for contact safe weapon safety and production.
Melee, Two Handed – Combat skill. 50 inches in length maximum from pommel to tip. Allows a
player to use a Two Handed sized contact safe melee weapon. Melee Two Handed weapons require both hands
to be on the contact safe melee weapon for usage, and require that the hands be placed in such a way to ensure
that the user of the melee two handed weapon is in total control at all times. Melee Two Handed weapons do not
allow for the usage of an off-hand weapon. Please read our contact safe combat section for usage of Melee Two
Handed weapons and please refer to local guidelines for contact safe weapon safety and production.
Piloting – Combat/non-combat skill. Allows a player to engage as a pilot in air and space combat
simulation games. This allows a player to pilot single person crafts, or to act as the pilot in multiple person crafts.
This skill often has limited usage during an event, but is very satisfying when it is used.
Quartermaster Influence – In a United Nations’ controlled warzone, sometimes getting
exactly what you need quickly takes pulling some strings. With the Quartermaster Influence skill, once
per 30 minutes for every level of the skill a player has, a character can go to logistics or to an in-character
Quartermaster non-player character to expend Work Chits for limited use resources. The Quartermaster (or
logistics) will have a series of items and equipment with standardized costs for each Corporation. Each visit to a
Quartermaster allows a single purchase at standard rates within your Corporation list, and higher (bribed) rates
outside of your Corporations list.
Research – Non-combat skill. Allows a player to pick up one sealed envelope every 30 minutes. These
sealed envelopes, marked “RESEARCH ONLY” are out of character packets of information that are found
attached to key objects, investigation sites, and research areas to gain information and clues in regards to story
and local world details. Once this information is gained, players should feel free to share this information in any
means they wish (up to and including hosting online library references).
Shield, Standard – Combat Skill. Shields are circular shields that have a single hand grip and are 20
inches in diameter. This size restriction is due to the fact that the blades and rounds used in Utopia Rising are
designed to be able to easily cut steel and slice at a molecular level. These shields are crafted with staggeringly
expensive materials that require a high power source to provide protection on a small surface area. This
skill allows a player to use a single shield during combat. Shields must be used in accordance to contact safe
combat, must be constructed by local safety guidelines, and may not be used as aggressive weapons. Shields
are considered to be crafted of the highest quality and will prevent damage from firearm, melee, hand to hand,
and lethal hands strikes that strike the shield. Shield, Standard does not prevent damage from Demolitions or
Zone damage. Characters using Shield, Standard are incapable of using Melee, Two Handed while using Shield,
Standard.

Shield, Large - Combat Skill. Shields are circular shields that have a single hand grip and are 40 inches
in diameter. This size restriction is due to the fact that the blades and rounds used in Utopia Rising are designed
to be able to easily cut steel and slice at a molecular level. These shields are crafted with staggeringly expensive
materials that require a high power source to provide protection on a small surface area. The cost of a single
40-inch contained dark matter shield is greater than many nations’ average GDP. This skill allows a player to use
a single shield during combat. Shields must be used in accordance to contact safe combat, must be constructed
by local safety guidelines, and may not be used as aggressive weapons. Shields are considered to be crafted of
the highest quality and will prevent damage from firearm, melee, hand to hand, and lethal hands strikes that
strike the shield. Shield, Large does not prevent damage from Demolitions or Zone damage. Characters using
Shield, Large are incapable of using Melee, Two Handed while using Shield, Large. Characters using Shield, Large
cannot use First Aid or Medical Assistance while holding onto their Shield, Large.
Supply Manipulation – Non-combat skill. Allows a player to engage in guaranteed black
market trades for supplies and materials. This skill allows a player to have access to a Black Market contact
who will periodically come into game space to sell less than legal products only to people who have the Supply
Manipulation skill. In addition, Supply Manipulation allows a player to go to logistics to exchange resources for
one another on a three to one basis once per 30 minutes for each time they have the Supply Manipulation skill.
Three Gold can get One Reliquary
Three Reliquary can get One Gold
Three Gold can get One Crafting Resource
Three Crafting Resources can get One Gold
Throwing – Combat Skill. This skill allows a player to carry and use 3 specially forged dark matter
thrown projectiles. These projectiles are spheres roughly 3 inches in diameter that are high chrome and contain
small anti-matter generators. If a person has the skill Throwing multiple times, they may carry more thrown
projectiles; for example, a character with three instances of the skill Throwing may carry 9 projectiles. Most
people are capable of lobbing a rock or tossing a ball. However, when dealing with supernatural creatures with
innate resistances, thicker hides, regenerative abilities, and locational force shields, being able to throw a baseball
doesn’t cut it. When fighting with thrown weapons a person needs to be able to throw a hatchet at high velocity
and have pinpoint accuracy to ensure the head lands between segments of chitinous exoskeleton. You need to
have the knowledge of how to throw a javelin with enough velocity that it will puncture in vital areas instead
of grazing in non-vital locations, and launch razor sharp knives and darts into vital areas of the body. This skill
resets every 10 minutes allowing players to recollect their thrown weapon physical representations for future use.
Basic thrown dark matter thrown projectiles do 1 damage to all limbs and torso if they hit.

contact safe combat
Combat is designed to be an extremely fast paced, lethal, and immersive aspect of Utopia Descending. Combat
often results in a number of grievously wounded characters, but grinning players. Utopia Descending uses a
combination of contact safe melee combat, high velocity combat safe darts, and a “minimal calls” system.
Combat happens in Combat Zones:
Utopia Descending games have different zones of play. Some areas are designated for Free-Form roleplay while
other areas are designated for combat. If you want combat, you need to be in a combat zone for combat. If a
player doesn’t want combat, they don’t go into the combat zone. Engaging a player who doesn’t want combat,
with combat, is not in the spirit of “opt in” game design.
Check Your Location Before You Fight:
Before engaging in any form of combat, the first steps that everyone needs to do is assess their environment to
ensure that the combat area they are in is safe. Once the terrain, surrounding items, and individuals involved are
in a safe location to engage in combat, then combat may occur. If an area is deemed unsafe, move the combat a
few paces away into a safer location. This movement often times is only a few feet away, and is never out of line
of sight of where players were before conflict began. Use common sense here.
Contact-Safe Melee
1.
At all times you must be in control of your contact safe weapon, and all strikes with an approved melee
weapon are to be light enough to be safe but hard enough that the receiving person is aware they were struck.
“Following through” or excessive force with a melee weapon is not allowed, nor are feather light strikes.
2.
All strikes must be roughly 90-degree strikes and may only be strong enough to let your target know they
were struck. Strikes significantly less than 90 degrees do not simulate realistic melee combat, and may not count.
Strikes significantly over 90 degrees are not safe, and may cause harm to your target.
3.
No more than three strikes may be landed in a row without first observing a full second of disengagement
before striking again. “Drum rolling” or “machine gunning” are not allowed and do not count. Between each
set of three strikes a player should be able to say the word “Reset” without any swinging of weapons. Tangential
strikes must land in different parts of the body. This means that while strike 1 and strike 3 may be in the same
place on the body, strike 2 must be in a different zone. The different zones of the body are considered upper front
torso, lower front torso, upper back torso, lower back torso, upper right arm, lower right arm, upper left arm,
lower left arm, upper right leg, lower right leg, upper left leg, lower left leg.
4.
In the instance that you wish to strike the same place twice in a row, you must pause for a second before
reengaging. The 1 second “reset” pause between flurries starts a flurry over new.
5.
Striking two or three different people does not cause flurry rules. Striking the same person multiple
times in a row with the same weapon causes a three strike flurry. In the instance that a player strikes their first
target, and then a second target, and then goes back to the first target then the player does not need to pause to
reset their flurry. In the instance that Florentine fighting is being used, a total of 6 strikes may be landed (three
with each blade) before reset needs to occur. Brawling strikes are limited to 3 strikes total (sum between both
brawlers) before reset needs to occur.

6.
As all strikes are lightest possible touch, any melee strike that contacts a shield or melee weapon prior to
landing is considered blocked. “Pushing past” a block is, as a standard, not allowed. Different chapters of Utopia
Descending will have different scales for what degree of physicality they desire for their combat. Abide by the
outline provided by the local chapter (within reason).
7.
Weapons must be held upright, and reverse gripping weapons is not allowed. Reverse gripped weapons
increase the likelihood of a punch strike accidentally happening.
8.

Weapon trapping, or ensnaring or holding another person’s weapon, is not allowed.

9.
Ranged strikes that connect with a shield are considered blocked. Ranged strikes that connect with a melee
weapon or ranged weapon are considered hits on the limb carrying the weapon.
10. Weapons and shields must be held to function. Leaning a shield will cause the shield to deactivate and cease
stopping blows. Weapon and shields are powered by the same nano-technology that allows for regeneration and
reconstruction. There are “movable wall” type shields that can be crafted in game that do not require being held.
Combat legal Striking Areas:
1.

You may strike the chest, back, side, legs, shoulders, and arms of your target.

2.

Strikes to the head, neck, groin, hand, and foot are not allowed.

3. Striking prohibited targets may cause harm to others and may be cause for your contact safe combat
privileges to be revoked or ejection from an event.
Safely Using Shields:
1.
Shields must be kept vertical and close to the body. Do not extend your arm to block shots aimed at other
people or push your shield out as a means of forcing distance between you and another player. Your elbow
should be kept between 90 degrees and 45 degrees. As long as your bicep is touching your rib, and your shield
isn’t jutting out like a snow plow, you should be fine.
2.

Hooking around another person’s shield with your arm or holding another person’s Shield is not allowed.

3.
Shield bashing, charging, or other tactics to force a person backward or to cause an individual to lose their
footing are not allowed.

Ranged Weapons:
1.
Firing of approved ranged combat mock weapons (firearms) may only be used at a minimum range of
one full step away. Depending on the individual game, the combat system will either use Standard or Enhanced
ranged combat. Standard combat uses contact safe foam projectiles while Enhanced ranged combat can use
either laser combat simulation hardware or airsoft weapons.
PLEASE CHECK TO SEE THE SAFETY AND EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS FOR RANGED WEAPONS
ON YOUR LOCAL GAME’S INFORMATION PAGE. All Utopia Descending games will either list themselves as
Utopia Descending STANDARD or Utopia Descending ENHANCED.
ALL safety equipment and safety equipment guidelines must be followed without exception in both Standard
and Enhanced Utopia Descending events.
2.
Players are responsible for providing, and clearing, their own contact safe projectiles. Check local game
listings for what kinds of props are allowed at each individual game.
Damage and getting hurt:
All Strikes and swings in the Utopia Descending count as “1 hit.” Ranged black matter weapons count as “1 hit”
to torso and all limbs. When struck on a limb, it counts as 1 hit for that limb as long as that limb is still active. If a
limb is not active, you can no longer use weapons or equipment with that arm nor move equipment that requires
both hands. Any further strikes to an inactive limb count as passing through and count as torso strikes.
If a limb takes 3 strikes, the limb ceases to function. With each strike you must grunt, yell, or make verbal painful
response that the hit landed. If a torso takes 5 strikes, the person who was struck ceases to function and they
must fall to the ground in a very animate, realistic, and painful looking way. If a person on the ground who has
taken 5 torso wounds is not assisted within 5 minutes, their character dies and the corpse will need to be dragged
back for rebuilding. If a corpse is not brought back, the player may walk to the regeneration chamber “out of
character” for their rebuilding scene. A character dying without a corpse being brought back may cost more for
your corporation to rebuild.
The 5 minutes of a character screaming and yelling for help can be cut short in the instance that an armed
individual (including brawling) comes up to your downed body and role-plays finishing your character off while
saying the word “Coup de gras.” The saying of the word “Coup de gras” must take three seconds with a slight
pause between each word. If the person performing a Coup de gras does not role-play the intensity of executing
a downed opponent, the Coup de gras does not count.
If you are wounded, and able to spend 10 minutes laying perfectly motionless while acting in pain, the counts
on your limbs and torso reset. Medical related skills can also reset these counts, and, require both you and the
person using the skill to role-play the medical trauma and field work for a set period of time.

Free-Form Area Conflict
And Sensitive Content Resolution
At times, while in the free-form role-playing , two characters may engage one another and have a conflict of
intent and direction for a scene. In the simplest terms it could be a fist fight, in a more complex scenario it could
be a situation where an individual is trying to prove themselves better than a static device (like getting out of
a pair of handcuffs). With this in mind, Utopia Descending uses a very simple mechanic system that uses the
following process.
1)
2)

3)

4)

5)

6)
7)
/
8)

First confer with the individual you want to have a conflict with out of character by placing your hand
with your palm to your chest and say “O.O.C – Would you like to engage in conflict?”
If the person who is being asked if they would like to engage in conflict says “No” then the conflict ends
there, and both players come up with a reason why the conflict doesn’t happen. In the instance that a
situation was escalating to cause potential conflict, both players will then work to de-escalate the
situation so that neither side loses face and both players can go about their way. As someone looking to
initiate conflict, it’s good that a person who does not feel comfortable with conflict is able to express that
they do not wish to have any form of conflict as it prevents potential bleed of negative emotions or a
lessened experience for both involved.
If the person who is being asked if they would like to engage in conflict says “Yes,” then the person being
invited into conflict has the first chance to choose to lose the conflict, which gives them more agency
in how the conflict goes. More specifically, a person who chooses to lose the conflict gets to choose the
degree of loss in regards to the conflict. (Example – Character A wants to punch Character B, and Player
A asks player B if they would like to engage in conflict. Play B says “Yes, I would like to lose this fist
fight. I don’t want to be knocked out or have any permanent wounds, but definitely being dazed and
bloodied up a bit before you stop.” Choosing to lose a conflict gives a player more agency in regards to
how the conflict resolves.
Instead of saying just “Yes” to keep things in the Free-Form role-playing area, the person who has been
invited to conflict can choose to instead counter with saying “Yes, would you like to take this outside?”
This is how a player being asked to enter CvC conflict can say “I would like to leave the Free-Form
role-play area, get contact safe weapons, and settle this with foam and lots of noises and grunts and
contact safe conflict. If the person who originally initiated the conflict offer then can say “No thank you”
and determine how they instead will lose the conflict.
The loser of a conflict gets a higher degree of agency in determining how a fight progresses and ends.
However, both members involved in the conflict should discuss their comfort for real world contact
and acting before completing the conflict resolution and role-playing the results. The goal here is story
that entertains both and stays within the confines of comfort levels.
Once those involved choose how the next few seconds of conflict is going to play out, and determine
conflict level, those involved then act the scenario in real time.
This same process is used in all instances where players could not safely, or with the highest degree of
comfort and consideration for those around them, engage one another to determine how a conflict
engagement will go.
This same technique can be used for any number of situations that bridge comfort levels of players in
a Free-Form role-play area. When looking to engage in romantic connections, heated verbal conflict,
or any engagement that requires all participants to reflect on what degree of agency or involvement they
want simply use this process with “conflict” replaced with the new subject matter.

Shorthand summaryFor Freeform Role-play

Offer Conflict and provide a means for a person to choose to engage or not. Offer the opportunity
for the person being asked to engage in conflict or sensitive conflict to opt in to “go with the
flow” and lose the conflict, but have a higher degree of narration and agency in how the scene
goes (degree of success or degree of progression). If there is uncertainty, the person who has the
more conservative wants and the less tension-inducing process gets their way. Allow the target of
an engagement to set their comfort level, and go from there. Be incredibly detailed and specific
when you discuss comfort levels of contact, engagement, and subject matter. Act out the next few
seconds in accordance to agreed-on comfort levels and results.
If you find someone that doesn’t feel comfortable engaging in the type, nature, or intensity
of scenario engagement that you are looking for... move on somewhere else. The fact is that
by trying to “force” an engagement neither party involved will be completely satisfied. By
compromising and working together to find a middle ground, both can be happy.

Character
Creation

Character Creation
Character Creation is simple.
Any item that has a specific mechanic that is important to the game is provided to you on a “character card”
which is a literal plastic card with all of your available skills on it. While there are things that your local Game
Organizers need to record for plot and story reasons, the items that you carry on your person are the mechanical
skills related to your character that may need to be accessed at any time. These cards are designed to look like
security clearance cards, so, when a Quartermaster (staff member) wants to check to make sure your character is
capable of doing a particular action they will say “Let me see your clearance”.
For the items that are not on your character card, but are recorded by your local staff, these are recorded to assist
Game Organizers with writing plot that involves your character. In addition, the decisions you make in regards
to your character help define your character’s origins, personality, and overall starting outlook on life.
However, don’t get too stressed about choosing exactly what you find interesting to start. If you find that at the
first event the Profession you chose doesn’t match the style of play you are looking for, you can change your profession cards at the next event.
Instead of recording exactly what profession cards you have, we record your “Pillar,” “Non-Card Details,” and the
number of profession cards you have unlocked. At each event, you can choose different profession combinations
to ensure that the character you are playing is the character you feel like playing this month. While your character itself does not change (unless you register that you want to start a new character) you can “retrain” between
events.

Before you start making your character, take a few moments to check out your local games web page. On that
web page you will find sheets that explicitly state the focuses of the game, what props the game will provide for
you, the overall duration of the game, as well as a list of game content and intent focuses. Many of our games may
use online submission forms which will make the creation of your character so much easier.
There are a number of items that Game Organizers would like to know about your character, and you should
know about your character, that you don’t need to carry around as a mechanics card. These items are used for the
purposes of plot, for adding more dimension to your character, as well as part of the “macro-economics” mechanic of the game (see the macro-economic section if you want to learn more about that).
These items can either be filled out on our online form BEFORE coming to game (if the game provides one) or
you can fill them out before checking in for the first time. These items not only function as a background but also
have some story-related mechanical effects. The primary items that the staff need for your character are:
Character name: What name were you born with, or what call sign do you use?
Nation of birth: Any nation is acceptable; however, characters that are designed as gross ethnic stereotypes will
not be allowed in game.
Corporation– Your Corporation represents what financial organization or group you represent in the Lost Territories. These corporations and organizations often compete with one another for control of artifacts, equipment,
resources, and control of each Lost Territory. While each territory is a UN base of operations, each corporation
has invested in partial ownership of the terrain. There are promises of huge payouts to companies that find ways
to produce more efficient means of dealing with the Old Ones; in addition, there’s the possibility of harvesting
new technologies from the creatures that come through these portals. A list of all major players in the Corporations and Organizations category can be found in the Corporations and Organizations section. Please be aware
that once a player chooses a corporation or organization, a player cannot willingly leave.
Modern Religion or Philosophy – Real world religions are a sensitive subject for many people (history can tell us
that), but also provides us incredible role-play opportunities. To accommodate both the very human drive of religion, and to offer a way to play with these concepts without invading real world beliefs, a polytheistic culture has
been created based on the stars and gods represented by them. It is common for people to pray to appropriate
gods given the focus of the prayers. In addition, it is not unheard of for individuals or families to become more
dedicated to one deity over another.
Reason for choosing to join the Lost Territories (100 characters or less): What was it that made you want to join
the efforts at the Lost Territories? Were you exceptionally skilled and wanted to help humanity? Perhaps you
were terminally ill and the potential of immortality was undeniable. Was your DNA activated when the Looking
Glass Rifts opened, or was your latent DNA stimulated later in a corporate owned laboratory?

Choose your Pillar and consider
your first event Profession Card
After you made the person, we need to make the “mechanics” for who your character is. Fortunately, this is as
simple as choosing your Pillar (the type of super-human being you wish to be) and choosing a profession card.
The Pillar will dictate a lot of your costume and role-play, so consider the different pillars carefully. Professions,
on the other hand, can be changed from event to event until you find one that you like.
Pillar Cards
Your pillar represents the latent supernatural DNA that you have inside of you as a character. There are 5 primary
pillars that you can choose from, and each pillar has 3 variables you can choose from. Your variables are effectively three different “genetically related” strains of supernatural DNA. These variant strains all mechanically are
the same; however, each provide different story and costuming opportunities. Your game organizer will record
which variant of the Pillar Card you are choosing for future reference.
Your Pillar Card is locked to a character, and normally does not change. On the back of your pillar card you will
find 6 skills that every character has access to, and 1 specialization specific to your Pillar.
The Core Pillars Are: Amalgam, Chimera, Eternaborne, Giantkin, Mortuskin, Underfolk, and Wyrmborne. These
represent the 7 primary genetic aberrations found within those assigned to Lost Territories.
As an example, the Underfolk Variants are Spriteling, Goblyn, and Sylvan. While these three Pillar variants all
mechanically provide the same advantage, each variant has different costuming and physical nuance guidelines
as well as equipment they are able to use. In addition, a Game Organizer may introduce story and plot that affects only Spritelings but not all other Underfolk Variants. A Game Organizer may also run a plot that affects all
Underfolk. This would affect all Spriteling, Goblyn, and Sylvan kin.
Profession Card
Your profession card is your primary training focus for your character. On your profession card are a number of
skills that you are capable of using. Skills are available once per instance (or every 30 minutes). You can use every
skill on each of your Profession cards once during a fight, or if a fight goes longer than 30 minutes, once every 30
minutes. Each profession card only about 6 skills, as most basic “combat and survival” skills are listed on every
single pillar card.
Every six months that a player attends game, the player earns another “profession slot” for profession cards. At
this point, the player is able to have 2 profession cards on them at all times. In the instance that a skill shows up
on multiple cards, the player has the ability to use that skill multiple times during a single instance (or 30 minute) period.
This system design allows all character the ability to enter into combat, to go on adventures, and to be involved
based on their real world abilities. The skills on the card are intended to allow a player to engage in plot-designed
mini-games linked to a skill and to allow a degree of augmentation to a player’s real world abilities.

Quick List of Professions:
Combat/Action Professions
Channeler – Limited arcane support by funneling rift energies in combat
Close Combat – For those that enjoy sword and shield combat
Combat Engineer – For those that want to work with thrown explosives
Ranged Combat – For those that enjoy ranged weapon combat
Skirmisher – For those that enjoy Florentine and speed combat
Social/Economic Professions
Communications Expert – Language and enigma decryption based on recovered materials
Medic – To assist team mates with recovery during and after fights
Researcher – To decrypt enigmas in the field and decipher ancient languages and history
Resource Manager – Able to buy information, rift leads, and unique single-use items
War Profiteer – An individual who can exchange resources for currency

Tiers

Utopia Descending has been created with a Three Tier system when it comes to player costuming and makeup.
Each pillar has been divided into three different tiers which are, mechanically speaking, nearly identical. You
will notice that each Pillar has 3 options with 3 very different costume investment possibilities and levels
provided. This allows players to choose between tier one: low costume requirements; tier two: invested costume
requirements; and tier three: high costume requirements. This is all without having a mechanical difference
between the different levels.
Tier one option of a Pillar might require just fake nails and fake teeth (inexpensive and easy to find). The
next stage, tier two, might require the fake nails, fake teeth, and then also a moderate to large degree makeup
application. The third stage of a tier may require the fake nails, fake teeth, makeup, as well as prosthetic or latex
applications.
While local game organizers and story tellers will write plot that effects just one tier of a Pillar (with combat plot
focused towards easier to fight in Tier 1 costumes and more American Freeform or Social/Economic/Political
style play towards more encumbering Tier 3 costumes), and while in character all three tiers may treat each other
differently, all three options are available at the same mechanical level of equality.
The three tier system has been written for costuming, as well. We understand that putting together a full
“costume kit” for a game you are trying for the first time can be expensive. With this in mind, we have created
a three tier system that allows for a low cost introduction basic outfit, as well as the opportunity for higher
costume investment for Pillars that are mechanically the same.

COSTUME FOR GEAR

Active combatants in a Lost Territory are typically dressed in some version of what has come to be called
“Seegees,” a shortening of SCGs – Standardized Combat Garments. From there, metahumans of different Pillar
backgrounds and corporate identities will accentuate and supplement themselves with appropriate accessories
and layered garments, as befits their personal idiosyncratic style and resonates best with corporate marketing.
The first and most common level of SCG is easy and accessible for new players to emulate: black or camouflage
pants (not jeans), gray undershirt, black tank-top overshirt, and a black jacket in cold weather. This outfit can be
considered the “basic level” of in-character costuming, and can be assembled for less than fifty dollars.
Players who wish to improve their SCG to a more involved level should consider adding lightly armored (“flak”)
vests or jackets, and long trench coats for a sci-fi military feel. The very highest level of SCG costuming would
involve a full “near-future cybersoldier” assembly, complete with dark glasses, sleek leather trench coat, strappedon gear, and a polished, professional appearance.
The most important thing to note is that aside from the basic level of SCG costuming, none of the below
is REQUIRED to play. A Tier 1 metahuman of any Pillar can absolutely look almost exactly like a normal
human, and there is no stigma attached to choosing not to delve deeply into costuming or makeup. Players are
encouraged to expand their appearance at their pace, to the level they enjoy, and feel as comfortable in the world
of Utopia Descending as it is possible to be.
Please note that many of the tier 2 or tier 3 costumes allow for a great amount of freedom and flexibility in terms
of elaboration and basic design. Because of this, we ask that costumes be created with basic safety in mind:
even if your character lacks eyes, ears, or even a head, you should be able to see, hear, and move well enough to
navigate the gameplay area safely.

Post Thoughts:
With this document being less than twenty pages long you might be thinking to yourself “Is that all there
is?” In truth the answer is “no.” There is content to read at your leasure that goes into the genre of the world and
the settings materials. There are videos you can watch, there is a community guideline sheet, you have your local
chapter’s web page to take a look at, and even PDF novels and stories you can download to learn more about the
world.
However when you cut all of the details in regards to the genre materials, the world settings content, and
all of our community tools out of the equation, the actual mechanics for Utopia Descending are less than 20
pages in length. This means that for players looking for a heavier, more mechanics heavy system design, this very
well could not be the right game for them. This game is not focused heavily on player character verses player
character combat without both players being actively interested in the idea. This game is not focused heavily on
resource networking across a multiple game network. Even the reward for doing well for your corporation is
additional story, experiences, and role-play focused rewards.
This is a role-playing game that combines incredibly fast and dramatic combat with player driven roleplaying and experiences. Playing your character at a club and breaking out your camera for video time on your
digital medium feed is just as much a part of the game as physically engaging the environment and becoming
involved in the meta-plot.
Take the aspects of gaming you like, leave the rest, and enjoy the experience as a whole.

